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ABSTRACT
Streaming data models have been shown to be useful in
many applications requiring high-performance data exchange.
Application-level overlay networks are a natural way to re-
alize these applications’ data flows and their internal com-
putations, but existing middleware is not designed to scale
to the data rates and low overhead computations necessary
for the high performance domain. This paper describes EV-
Path, a middleware infrastructure that supports the con-
struction and management of overlay networks that can be
customized both in topology and in the data manipula-
tions being performed. Extending from a previous high-
performance publish-subscribe system, EVPath not only pro-
vides for the low overhead movement and in-line processing
of large data volumes, but also offers the flexibility needed
to support the varied data flow and control needs of alter-
native higher-level streaming models. We explore some of
the challenges of high performance event systems, including
those experienced when operating an event infrastructure
used to transport IO events at the scale of hundred+ thou-
sand nodes. Specifically, when transporting output data
from a large-scale simulation running on the ORNL Cray
Jaguar petascale machine, a surprising new issue seen in
experimentation at scale is the potential for strong pertur-
bation of running applications from inappropriate speeds at
which IO is performed. This requires the IO system’s event
transport to be explicitly scheduled to constrain resource
competition, in addition to dynamically setting and chang-
ing the topologies of event delivery.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.4.4 [Communications Management]: Network Com-
munication
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1. INTRODUCTION
Middleware plays an important role in bridging the high

performance communications goals of the application level
and the capabilities and capacities of the underlying physi-
cal layer. The publish-subscribe paradigm is well-suited to
the reactive nature of many novel applications such as col-
laborative environments, compositions of high performance
codes, or enterprise computing. Such applications often
evolve from tightly-coupled components running in a single
environment to collaborating components shared amongst
diverse underlying computational centers. Traditional high
performance scientific application components now may also
include those responsible for data analysis, temporary and
long term storage, data visualization, data preprocessing or
staging for input or output. In the business domain, busi-
ness intelligence flows may include scheduling (airline plan-
ning), logistics (package delivery), ROI estimation (just-in-
time control), or rule engines (dynamic retail floor space
planning). Such components may run on different operating
systems and hardware platforms, and they may be written
by different organizations in different languages. Complete
“applications”, then, are constructed by assembling these
components in a plug-and-play fashion.

The decoupled approach to communication offered by event-
based systems has been used to aid system adaptability, scal-
ability, and fault-tolerance [13] as it enables the rapid and
dynamic integration of legacy software into distributed sys-
tems, supports software reuse, facilitates software evolution,
and has proven to be a good fit for component-based ap-
proaches. However, this work focuses on those applications
and software stacks where performance is at least as critical
as the other benefits of event-style communication.

In particular, high performance event systems can be cat-
egorized along two axes. One axis categorizes the event sub-
scription model – ranging from category-based subscriptions
(e.g., all “passenger:boarding” events) at one end to complex
event processing at the other (e.g., event D only delivered if
event A is in range [a1 : a2], event B is in [b1 : b2], and there
has been no event C since time Ti. In other words, this



Figure 1: A conceptual schematic of a channel-based
event delivery system. Logically, data flagged as be-
longing to channel A or B flows from the publish-
ers through a channel holder and to the subscriber.
Particular system implementations may or may not
require a centralized channel message center.

axis of the design space defines whether delivery is based on
metadata or data selection criteria.

This first axis is generally useful for characterizing any
event system. The restriction for high performance is ad-
dressed in the second axis, with a trade-off between scala-
bility (e.g. millions of publisher or subscribers) and through-
put (e.g. handling 10k messages per second). Note that this
is not to say that either of these axes are strict dichotomies
– particular systems may in fact be able to handle both
scalability and throughput, or deal with both metadata and
complex data selection rules. However, the design choices
made for most systems tend to be focused on one or the
other, with very few exceptions. For example, channel-based
systems like Figure 1 may be more amenable to scaling per-
formance than centralized systems depicted in Figure 2. In
the following section, we explore the design trade-offs along
these axes in more detail by examining some exemplar event
systems.

2. DESIGN POINTS
Historically, event-based publish/subscribe communication

owes much to early work on group communication protocols
in the distributed systems domain such as [3]. These early
systems were largely concerned with abstract properties of
group communication, such as fault tolerance, message or-
dering, and distributed consensus. As group communication
grew in popularity a wide variety of systems were developed,
each providing a different set of features and performance
compromises. Some systems provide features that are in-
compatible with other potential performance goals. For ex-
ample, fully-ordered communication requires a very heavy-
weight protocol that is unlikely to achieve high performance
and may not scale to many subscribers. Because of these in-
compatibilities, each implementation tended to represent a
single point in the possible design space which was intended
to be optimal for the types of applications it was attempting
to address.

TIBCO’s Information Bus [28] was an early commercial
offering in the enterprise space used for the delivery of finan-
cial data to banks and similar institutions. TIBCO is an ex-
ample of a throughput-oriented, subject- or topic-based sub-

Figure 2: A conceptual schematic of a complex event
processing delivery system. Logically all data flows
into a centralized processing engine that runs each
subscriber’s personalized subscription request.

scription system, where events are associated with a partic-
ular textual “topic” and publishing or subscribing to events
associated with a topic constitutes joining a group commu-
nication domain. For TIBCO and many such systems, top-
ics are hierarchical, so one subscribe to all NASDAQ trades
by subscribing to “/equities/nasdaq/” or narrow the sub-
scription to a specific company by subscribing to “/equi-
ties/nasdaq/IBM”. Because event routing in these systems
depends only upon the relatively static topic information,
topic-based systems usually don’t require transporting all
events to a central location and are well suited for scaling
to many subscribers. However, there is no opportunity for
subscribers to request some subset of events other than the
subdivisions predetermined by the event source by its choice
of publishing topic.

Vitria’s Velocity server [26] and the CORBA Event Ser-
vice[24] represent a design point that is similar in flexibil-
ity to the TIBCO solution, except that rather than be-
ing labeled with textual topics, events are published into
“event channels”. These channels control the distribution
of events so that subscribers associated themselves with a
specific channel and receive events that are submitted it to
his channel. In CORBA, these channels are objects them-
selves, implying a certain centralization in event routing,
but conceptually the channel-based model of event subscrip-
tion shares much with the topic-based model in that one can
be used to implement the other with great success. Thus,
topic-based and channel-based systems share both the up-
side and downside of their relatively static event routing
models: the potential for scalability, but also the limits of
subscriber flexibility.

In content-based subscription systems, such as Sienna[7]
and Gryphon[27], subscribers can express interest in events
based upon certain run-time properties. Subscriptions are
expressed as a boolean function over these properties and ef-
fectively deliver a filtered version of the overall event stream
to the subscriber. Systems supporting content-based sub-
scriptions vary widely in the nature of the properties and
the means through which the filtering function is expressed,
usually as a function of how event data itself is represented.
In traditional message-style systems where the event data
is simply a block of data to be moved, properties might be
represented as a separate set of name/value pairs associated
with the event. This approach is taken by the CORBA Noti-



fication Service[23], a variation of the CORBA event service
that adds event filtering to its subscription system. Alter-
natively, if the message is self-describing or supports some
kind of introspection on its content, the run-time properties
available for filtering can be the data elements of the event it-
self. For example, an event representing trading data might
contain elements such as the company name “IBM” and the
trade price “87.54”.

At another point in the design space, grid computing al-
lows the interconnection of heterogeneous resources to pro-
vide large scale computing resources for high performance
applications. Because of its distributed focus, scalability of
solutions is at a premium. The Open Grid Services Architec-
ture (OGSA) [16] provides a web service interface to Grid
systems. Two separate notification specifications are de-
fined for event updates within the OGSA, WS-Notification
[14] and WS-Eventing [4]. WS-Notification defines three
interlinked standards, WS-BaseNotifications, WS-Brokered
Notification and WS-Topics. A subscription is made to a
specific notification producer, either directly for WS-Base
Notification or through a broker for WS-BrokeredNotification.
In addition, WS-Topics allows subscriptions to specific “top-
ics”through the definition of a topic space. By using XML to
describe the subscription and the event, the WS-Notification
standard provides a high level of interoperability with other
open standards. The downside to using XML for such pro-
cessing is the performance implication of text parsing. Im-
plementations of WS-Notification, such as WS-Messenger
[18] trade-off event and query complexity in order to pro-
vide for a scalable high throughput event processing system.
Similarly Meteor [19] is a content based middleware that
provides scalability and high throughput for event process-
ing. Meteor achieves scalability by refining the query into
an aggregation tree using a mapping of a space filling curve.
By aggressively routing and aggregating queries, Meteor can
maintain low computational and messaging overheads.

In the quadrant addressing both scalability and complex
event processing, Cayuga [5] is a general purpose stateful
event processing system. Using an operator driven query
language, Cayuga can match event patterns and safety con-
ditions that traditional data stream languages cannot eas-
ily address. Cayuga defines a set of operations as part of
its algebra allowing the implementation and optimization of
complex queries for single events and event streams [9, 8].
This algebra defines a formal event language for Cayuga.

The ECho publish-subscribe system [10] provides a channel-
based subscription model, but it also allows subscribers to
customize, or derive, the publisher’s data before delivery.
ECho was designed to scale to the high data rates of HPC ap-
plications by providing efficient binary transmission of event
data with additional features that support runtime data-
type discovery and enterprise-scale application evolution.
ECho provides this advanced functionality while still deliv-
ering full network bandwidth to application-level communi-
cations, a critical capability for high-performance codes.

2.1 Next Generation Event Delivery.
In observing the space of high performance event systems,

and in particular some of the authors’ experience in develop-
ing the ECho system, we derived a set of requirements that
we used in designing EVPath, a next generation of high per-
formance distributed event middleware.

Instead of offering publish/subscribe services directly, EV-

Path’s approach is to provide a basis for implementing di-
verse higher level event-based communication models achiev-
ing the following goals:
• Separating event-handling from control. Event systems

are largely judged on how efficiently they transport and
process events, while the control system may be less
performance critical. EVPath’s API permits the sepa-
ration of these two concerns, thereby making it easy to
experiment with different control mechanisms and se-
mantics while still preserving high performance event
transport.
• Using overlay networks. EVPath allows the construc-

tion and on-the-fly reconfiguration of overlay networks
with embedded processing. Such ‘computational over-
lays’ are the basis for any attempt to address scalability
in event messaging.
• Runtime protocol evolution. For flexibility in event han-

dling, protocols can evolve at runtime, as demonstrated
with previous work on dynamic ‘message morphing’ [2].
This improves component interoperability through the
runtime evolution of the types of events being trans-
ported and manipulated.
• Efficient event filtering/transformation. Basic event trans-

port abstractions support the implementation of effi-
cient event filtering/transformation, enabling some de-
gree of trade-off between moving processing to events
versus events to processing.
• Open access to network resources. EVPath provides a

clean mechanism for exposing information about and
access to the network at the application level, making it
easier for applications to leverage network capabilities,
such as by adjusting their event processing or filtering
actions [6].
• Supporting multiple styles of network transports. Event

transport can utilize point-to-point, multicast, or other
communication methods, without ‘breaking’ the basic
event semantics.

The outcome is a flexible event transport and processing in-
frastructure that serves as an efficient basis for implementing
a wide range of higher level communication models [10, 20,
6, 29].

3. THE EVPATH ARCHITECTURE
In this section, we explore EVPath as a more in-depth case

study of an event system architecture. As a design point,
EVPath is an event processing architecture that supports
high performance data streaming in overlay networks with
internal data processing. EVPath is designed as an event
transport middleware layer that allows for the easy imple-
mentation of overlay networks, with active data processing,
routing, and management at all points in the overlay. EV-
Path specifically does not encompass global overlay creation,
management or destruction functions. In essence, EVPath
is designed as a new basis for building event messaging sys-
tems; it does not provide a complete event system itself.

At its core, EVPath implements the parts of the system
that are directly involved in message transport, processing
and delivery, leaving “management” functions to higher lay-
ers. Different implementations of those management layers
might support different communications paradigms, man-
agement techniques or application domains, all exploiting
the base mechanisms provided in EVPath. Because of this,
EVPath is envisioned an an infrastructure that can encom-



Figure 3: A conceptual schematic of an event deliv-
ery system built using the EVPath library

pass the full range of design points in the event system space.
EVPath represents an entire streaming computation, in-

cluding data inflow, filtering, transformation, aggregation,
and delivery as entities in a dataflow graph. Those enti-
ties can then be mapped by an externally provided manage-
ment layer onto nodes and processes as appropriate given
data locality, processing, and network resource demands, or
throughput and availability SLAs. As demands and resource
availability change, the computational elements and data
flows can be changed by remapping elements or splitting
flows to avoid network or computation bottlenecks.

EVPath is built around the concept of “stones” (like step-
ping stones) that are linked to build end-to-end “paths”.
While the “path” is not an explicitly supported construct
in EVPath (since the control of transport is key to any par-
ticular design solution), the goal is to provide all of the local-
level support necessary to accomplish path setup, monitor-
ing, management, modification, and tear-down. Here paths
are more like forking, meandering garden paths than like the
linear graph-theoretic concept.

Stones in EVPath are lightweight entities. Stones of differ-
ent types perform data filtering, data transformation, mux
and demux of data, as well as the transmission of data be-
tween processes over network links. In order to support in-
network data filtering and transformation, EVPath also is
fully type-aware, marshalling and unmarshalling application
messages as required for its operations. Further, as much as
possible, EVPath tries to separate the specification of path
connectivity (the graph structure) from the specification of
operations to be performed on the data.

3.1 Taxonomy of Stone Types
Figure 4 describes some basic types of stones that EVPath

makes available for data stream construction. Most of the
design points we have discussed can be addressed just with
these building blocks. As show in Figure 3, stones in the
same process are linked together by directing the output of
one stone to the input of another. Bridge stones transport
events to specific stones in another process or on another
host. Events may be submitted directly to any stone, may
be passed from stone to stone locally, or may arrive from
a network link. Event processing at a stone does not de-
pend upon how the event arrived, but only upon the type of
data and attributes the event is carrying, making the overlay
transport publisher-blind as a result.

3.2 Data Type Handling
A key feature of many event systems is the handling of

B Network
A bridge stone is used for non-local propa-
gation (network transmission) of events.

Data1 F
Data1

A filter stone runs a function ’F’ on input
events. If that function returns 0, the event
is discarded. Otherwise, it is passed to the
output link.

T
Data1 Data2

A transform stone is similar to the filter
stone, except that the input and output
data types are not necessarily the same.

S
A split stone takes incoming events and
replicates them along each of its output
links.

term

handler
A terminal stone delivers incoming events
to the application by passing event data
as a parameter to an application-provided
handler.

Like a split stone, a router stone has mul-
tiple outputs. But instead of duplicating
incoming events on each of them, it runs a
function ’R’ with the event data as a pa-
rameter. If the functions returns ’N’, the
stone passes the event on to its N’th out-
put link.

Figure 4: Basic stone types

type def struct {
int cpu;
int memory;
double network;

} Msg, *MsgP;

FMField Msg field[] = {
{“load”, “integer”, sizeof(int), FMOffset(MsgP, load)},
{“memory”, “integer”, sizeof(int), FMOffset(MsgP, memory)},
{“network”, “float”, sizeof(double), FMOffset(MsgP, network)},

}

Figure 5: Sample EVPath data structure declaration

data between heterogeneous systems – whether by adopt-
ing a common format like XML or a common run-time like
Java. Unlike systems that transport events as undifferen-
tiated blocks of bytes, EVPath data manipulation is based
upon fully-typed events processed natively on the hardware.
Event data is submitted to EVPath marked up as a C-
style structure, in a style similar to ECho[10] and PBIO[11].
Terminal stones pass similar structures to application-level
message handlers, allowing different handlers to be specified
for different possible incoming data types. Figure 5 shows
a very simple structure and its EVPath declaration. EV-
Path events are structures which may contain simple fields
of atomic types (as in Figure 5), NULL-terminated strings,
static and variable-sized multi-dimensional arrays, substruc-
tures and pointers to any of those elements. EVPath struc-
tures can also describe recursive data structures such as
trees, lists and graphs.

EVPath uses the FMField description to capture neces-
sary information about application-level structures, includ-
ing field names, types, sizes and offsets from the start of the
structure. The type field, either“integer”or“float” in the ex-
ample, encodes more complex field structures such as static
and variable arrays (“integer[1000]”,“float[dimen1][dimen2]”),
substructures and pointers to other items. In all cases, EV-
Path can marshall and unmarshall the data structures as



necessary for network data transmission, transparently han-
dling differences in machine representation (e.g. endianness)
and data layout.

In order to support high-performance applications, EV-
Path performs no data copies during marshalling. As in
PBIO [11], data is represented on the network largely as
it is in application memory, except that pointers are con-
verted into integer offsets into the encoded message. On the
receiving side, dynamic code generation is used to create
customized unmarshalling routines that map each incom-
ing data format to a native memory structure. The per-
formance of the marshalling and unmarshalling routines is
critical to satisfying the requirements of high-performance
applications.

3.3 Mobile Functions and the Cod Language
A critical issue in the implementation of EVPath is the

nature of the functions (F , T , etc.) used in the implementa-
tion of the stones described above. The goal of EVPath is to
support a flexible and dynamic computational environment
where stones might be created on remote nodes and possi-
bly relocated during the course of the computation, as this
feature is necessary to realize with scalability the complex
data processing portion of the design space. In this envi-
ronment, a pointer to a compiled-in function is obviously
insufficient. There are several possible approaches to this
problem, including:

• severely restricting F , such as to preselected values or
to boolean operators,
• relying on pre-generated shared object files, or
• using interpreted code.

As noted in Section 2, having a relatively restricted filter
language, such as one limited to combinations of boolean op-
erators, is the approach chosen in other event systems, such
as the CORBA Notification Services [23] and in Sienna [7].
This approach facilitates efficient interpretation, but the re-
stricted language may not be able to express the full range of
conditions useful to an application, thus limiting its utility.
To avoid this limitation, it is desirable to express F in the
form of a more general programming language. One might
consider supplying F in the form of a shared object file that
could be dynamically linked into the process of the stone
that required it; indeed, EVPath does support this mode if
a user so chooses. Using shared objects allows F to be a
general function but requires F to be available as a native
object file everywhere it is required. This is relatively easy
in a homogeneous system, but it becomes increasingly diffi-
cult as heterogeneity is introduced, particularly if semblance
type safety is to be maintained.

In order to avoid problems with heterogeneity, one might
supply F in an interpreted language, such as a TCL function
or Java byte code. This would allow general functions and
alleviate the difficulties with heterogeneity, but it potentially
impacts efficiency. While Java is attractive as a unified so-
lution because of its ability to marshall objects, transport
byte-code and effectively execute it using just-in-time com-
pilation, its use in event systems can be problematic. In par-
ticular, consider that traditional decoupling between event
suppliers and consumers might restrict them from effectively
sharing events as specific application-defined objects of a
common class. Some solutions have been proposed[12], but
at this point, Java-based marshalling of unbound objects is
not the highest-performing messaging solution.

{
if ((input.trade_price < 75.5) ||

(input.trade_price > 78.5)) {
return 1; /* pass event over output link */

}
return 0; /* discard event */

}

Figure 6: A specialization filter that passes only
stock trades outside a pre-defined range.

Because of this, EVPath chose a different approach in or-
der to achieve the highest event rate and throughput pos-
sible. In particular, EVPath’s approach preserves the ex-
pressiveness of a general programming language and the ef-
ficiency of shared objects while retaining the generality of
interpreted languages. The function F is expressed in Cod
(C On Demand), a subset of a general procedural language,
and dynamic code generation is used to create a native ver-
sion of F on the source host. Cod is a subset of C, support-
ing the C operators, for loops, if statements and return

statements.
Cod’s dynamic code generation capabilities are based on

the Georgia Tech DILL package that provides a virtual RISC
instruction set. Cod consists primarily of a lexer, parser, se-
manticizer, and code generator. The Cod/DILL system gen-
erates native machine code directly into the application’s
memory without reference to an external compiler. Only
minimal optimizations are performed, but, because of the
simplicity of the marshalling scheme (allowing direct memory-
based access to event data), the resulting native code still
significantly outperforms interpreted approaches.

Event filters may be quite simple, such as the example in
Figure 6. Applied in the context of a stock trading example,
this filter passes on trade information only when the stock
is trading outside of a specified range. This filter function
requires 330 microseconds to generate on a 2Ghz x86-64,
comprises 40 instructions and executes in less than a mi-
crosecond. Transform stones extend this functionality in a
straightforward way. For example, the Cod function defined
in Figure 7 performs such an average over wind data gen-
erated by an atmospheric simulation application, thereby
reducing the amount of data to be transmitted by nearly
four orders of magnitude.

Event transformations like the one performed in Figure 7,
are not achievable in typical enterprise-focused event sys-
tems that are mostly concerned with smaller-scale and sim-
pler events. However, it is not atypical of the types of data

{
int i, j;
double sum = 0.0;
for(i = 0; i<37; i= i+1) {

for(j = 0; j<253; j=j+1) {
sum = sum + input.wind_velocity[j][i];

}
}
output.average_velocity = sum / (37 * 253);
return 1;

}

Figure 7: A specialization filter that computes the
average of an input array and passes the average to
its output.



(a) Abstract view of Event Channels. (b) ECho Realization of Event Channels.

Figure 8: Using Event Channels for Communication.

processing concerns that might occur in scientific comput-
ing.

3.4 Meeting Next Generation Goals
EVPath’s architecture is designed to satisfy the next gen-

eration goals outlined in Section 2.1. It encourages a sep-
aration of control and data transport functionality by pro-
viding a building block-like set of functional entities for con-
structing computational overlay networks. But it does not
provide any specific higher-level control abstraction that re-
stricts usage of those entities. In order to facilitate the con-
struction of higher-level abstractions without large numbers
of opaque objects, EVPath provides insight into such things
as low-level resource availability by allowing Cod functions
access to system state. Using these facilities, a higher-level
control abstraction can, for example, use EVPath to create
an event delivery overlay that reconfigures itself in response
to changes in computational demands so as to maintain a
throughput goal. In this case, EVPath could be used to
both implement the data flows as well as the monitoring
system that acquires resource data, filters it as necessary
and forwards it to a central location for decisions on recon-
figuration.

EVPath’s type handling and response selection is designed
to function efficiently in the common case of homogeneous
event types or simple heterogeneity. It also functions effec-
tively where there is less a priori knowledge of datatypes or
when there might be multiple generations of clients operat-
ing simultaneously, as in an enterprise case, or where there
are multiple valid interfaces to a software component, such
as a numerical solver in scientific HPC. To support these sce-
narios, EVPath allows for type flexibility whenever possible.
For example, the input type specifications for EVPath filter
stones specify the minimum set of data fields that the func-
tion requires for operation. When presented with an event
whose datatype is a superset of that minimum set, EVPath
will generate a customized version of the filter function that
accepts the larger event type and conveys it unchanged if it
passes the filter criterion. EVPath type and function regis-
tration semantics provide sufficient information to allow dy-
namic morphing of message contents allowing new senders
to seamlessly interact with prior-generation receivers as ex-
plored in earlier work [2].

EVPath also combines some of this functionality in novel
ways to meet the goals described in Section 2.1. For exam-

ple, EVPath allows ’congestion handlers’ to be associated
with bridge stones. These functions are designed to be in-
voked when network congestion causes events to queue up
at bridge stones rather than being immediately transmitted.
Because EVPath exposes network-level resource measures
such as estimated bandwidth, and because EVPath type se-
mantics allow reflection and views into the application level
data in events, congestion handlers have the ability to cus-
tomize an event stream in an application-specified manner
to cope with changing network bandwidth. This capability
relies upon the run-time event filtering, open access to net-
work resources, and insight into application-level types that
are unique features of EVPath. Because this feature is sup-
ported at the data transport level in EVPath, it also allows
higher-level control schemes to utilize this mechanism when
and as appropriate.

4. APPLICATIONS AND PERFORMANCE
A full characterization of event system performance is

complex, but it is interesting to examine how the building
blocks described in the EVPath architecture are actually
used to implement event-based systems at various locations
in the design space. This section examines the use of this ar-
chitecture in application scenarios. In particular, we explore
the use of EVPath to:
• implement the event transport functionality in a differ-

ent publish/subscribe system, ECho[10];
• implement peta-scalable I/O interfaces through in-network

staging.

4.1 Implementing a full publish/subscribe sys-
tem

The ECho publish/subscribe system is an efficient mid-
dleware designed for high-speed event propagation. Its basic
abstraction is an event channel, which serves as a rendezvous
point for publishers and subscribers and through which the
extent of event notification propagation is controlled. Ev-
ery event posted to a channel is delivered to all subscribers
of that channel, in a manner similar to the CORBA Event
Service [24].

ECho event channels, unlike many CORBA event imple-
mentations and other event services such as Elvin [25], are
not centralized in any way. ECho channels are light-weight
virtual entities. Figure 8 depicts a set of processes communi-
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Figure 9: ECho Event Channel implementation us-
ing EVPath stones.

cating using event channels. The event channels are shown
as existing in the space between processes, but in practice
they are distributed entities, with bookkeeping data resid-
ing in each process where they are referenced as depicted
in Figure 8b. Channels are created once by some process,
and opened anywhere else they are used. The process that
creates the event channel is distinguished in that it is the
contact point for other processes that use the channel.

However, event notification distribution is not centralized,
and there are no distinguished processes during notifica-
tion propagation. Messages are always sent directly from
an event source to all sinks, and network traffic for indi-
vidual channels is multiplexed over shared communications
links. One of ECho’s novel contributions is the concept of a
derived event channel, a channel in which the events deliv-
ered to subscribers are a filtered or transformed version of
the events submitted to another channel [10].

The style of event propagation provided by ECho can
be easily implemented through a stylized used of EVPath
stones. Each open channel in a process is represented by
two split stones as shown in Figure 9. The upper split stone
is the stone to which events are submitted. Its outputs are
directed to bridge stones that transmit the events to other
processes where the channel is open and to the lower split
stone. The lower split stone’s outputs are directed to ter-
minal stones which deliver events to local subscribers on
that process. While local events are always submitted to
the upper split stone, the bridge stones that transmit events
between processes target the lower split stone on remote
hosts. This arrangement, maintained by ECho’s subscrip-
tion mechanism, duplicates the normal mechanics of ECho
event delivery.

From a control perspective, the EVPath re-implementation
of ECho leverages the pre-existing control messaging system
that ECho used. An initial enrollment message is sent from
a new publisher and/or subscriber to the channel opener.
In reply, the opener sends back a complete list of all of the
publishers and subscribers and their contact information. In
the EVPath implementation with a TCP transport, this con-
tact include the IP address, port number, and lower stone
ID number. The joiner then contacts each member on the
list with an update to register itself as either a subscriber or
publisher.

ECho’s derived event channels can be implemented with a
simple addition to the convention described above. When a
derived event channel is created, ECho creates an instance of
the new channel on every process in which the original chan-

nel is represented. Then, the two-stone representation of the
original channel and the derived channel are linked with a
filter or transform stone as shown in Figure 10. This ar-
rangement duplicates ECho’s derived event channel seman-
tics in which the filtering is always performed at the point
of event submission in order to avoid unnecessary network
overheads.
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Figure 10: Derived Event Channel implementation
using EVPath stones.

4.1.1 Filtering Efficiency
The earlier work on ECho demonstrated the interesting

result that, while abstractions like the derived event chan-
nel move more computation to the publisher of events, the
total computational demands on the publisher can be low-
ered even if the filter actually rejects very few of the events
it considers. This occurs because by discarding the events,
the publisher can avoid the overhead of actually executing
the TCP stack and transmitting the events. Figure 11 de-
picts the total CPU time incurred by a process sending 2
million relatively small (1000 byte) records as a function of
the rejection ratio of the filter. The EVPath implementation
of ECho event distribution shows a similar effect, with the
filter reducing CPU overheads with less than a 10% rejection
ratio.

Figure 11: CPU overhead as a function of filter re-
jection ratio.

4.1.2 Network Operation
In order to evaluate EVPath’s network operation, we em-

ploy a simple stone configuration, submitting fully typed
events directly to an output stone on process A where they
will be transmitted to process B and delivered to a terminal



Figure 12: EVPath throughput for various data sizes

stone. Figure 12 compares EVPath’s delivered bandwidth
to available bandwidth (as measured by netperf [17]) over a
range of data sizes. Note that while netperf is just delivering
a block of bytes, EVPath is delivering fully typed messages.
This simple case of a transfer from a 64-bit x86 machine to
a similar box with a terminal stone that is expecting the
same data type that is sent is the best case for EVPath, and
as Figure 12 shows, EVPath delivers nearly all of available
bandwidth at large message sizes.1

As a more complex test, Figure 12 also presents results
from experiments where the sender’s data structure does
not perfectly match that required by the receiver. We sim-
ulate a byte-endian mismatch and a transfer between 32-bit
and 64-bit machines by having the original senders instead
transmit data that was pre-encoded on other architectures.
Both scenarios require a more complex decoding transfor-
mation on the receiving side before the data can be deliv-
ered to the application. Figure 12 shows that the byteswap
decoding operation, handled with custom-generated subrou-
tines in EVPath, has no impact on delivered bandwidth on
smaller data sizes and causes less than a 5% degradation (as
compared to a homogeneous transfer) at the worst case.

4.2 I/OGraph
As a final example in the scientific computing space, we

consider an I/O library for scalable petascale applications
in the I/OGraph project. The client-side interface registers
data buffers as ready to write, and these get turned into
formatted messages which are published through an EV-
Path overlay for sorting, naming, and delivery to the process
which commits the data to disk.

A key feature of this work is the idea of delaying global
metadata consistency for scalable I/O – for example, the
process of creating a particular file and getting a shared file
pointer (or agreeing on how to partition into non-overlapping
file regions for non-shared pointers) can be prohibitively ex-
pensive when scaled to tens of thousands of nodes or more.
By enabling this metadata to be generated and associated
with the data packet somewhere down stream in the net-
work, the blocking time for the application can be reduced.
For example, data can go through partial aggregation as
it is gathered into the storage nodes, making for a much
faster calculation of the prefix sums for writes into a shared
file. Indeed, some application domains may prefer that the

1These measurements here are obtained on a RedHat Linux
cluster of dual socket, quad-core Intel-based blades, using
non-blocking Infiniband networking. The nodes are provi-
sioned with 1 Gigabyte of RAM per core; a typical if not low
ratio for current high performance computing deployments.
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Figure 13: GTC run time increases due to event I/O
with different approaches

data not be gathered into a shared file at all, if there is a
mechanism for doing intelligent aggregation; for example,
generating files based on the quadrant of simulation space,
rather than the particular order of commits from the com-
pute nodes.

Another key feature of this work is that exactly these sorts
of domain-specific customizations can be accommodated us-
ing an imperative-style data treatment specification. Cou-
pling the queue logging functionality of EVPath that was
discussed in the previous section with the arbitrary impera-
tive data parsing abilities of Cod and with the router stone
shown in Figure 4 leads to a new type of functionality. As
messages arrive, they are enqueued and a custom function
is invoked to evaluate them. However, that function has full
control of its queue – it can publish events, delete events
from the queue, create and publish synthetic events (e.g.
windowed averages), and provide in-situ coordination.

The I/OGraph infrastructure can leverage this feature of
the EVPath data handling layer to implement the delayed
metadata assignment in a clean way. Application-specific
modules must only determine the thresholding criteria for
when certain pieces of data should be written together; these
could be physical (queue length >= 8) or domain driven
(data outside of bounding box B). The I/OGraph library
will create the EVPath overlay and place the queue handling
function on one or more nodes that are set aside as a data
staging partition. Because the data is published in a single
act from the queue handler, any relevant file data (such as
prefix sums for the individual pieces) can be much more
easily determined.

4.2.1 Data Extraction
The use of asynchronous event-style communication for

data transfer can reduce or eliminate the blocking time ex-
perienced by HPC codes using synchronous methods for I/O,
but a resulting new problem is one of potential perturbation
in communication times experienced by the tightly coupled
and finely-tuned parallel application. Consider the graph
in Figure 13 which shows the increase in run-time due to
asynchronous event export from a Gyrokinteic Turbulence
Code [22] (GTC fusion modeling) running on the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory’s Cray XT Jaguar machine. The val-
ues shown represent percent increased run-time as compared
to no I/O scaling the number of processors in the parallel
execution from 64 to 2048.



Figure 14: DataStager Architecture

In particular, consider the left-most and center groups
of values which represent POSIX and ’unscheduled’ asyn-
chronous I/O. The POSIX approach simply involves an I/O
infrastructure doing network write()s when events are sub-
mitted in each compute node, while in the ’unscheduled’
approach, RDMA requests are initiated by an I/O node to
gather events asynchronously without regard to the com-
pute state of the application. While acceptable for small
numbers of processors, these naive approaches to event I/O
suffer from competition for network resources and interfer-
ence with the parallel application’s core MPI communication
as the application is scaled to larger numbers of processors.

In order to address this problem and make the EVPath in-
frastructure useful for data extraction in this HPC environ-
ment, we developed the DataStager [1] shown in Figure 14.
This architecture leverages the penetration of RDMA-based
network infrastructures such as Infiniband, iWarp, Quadrics
Elan, IBM BlueGene Interconnect, and Cray SeaStar in
modern supercomputing infrastructures. Specifically, these
provide a new opportunity for the creation of a staging ser-
vice that shifts the burden of synchronization, aggregation,
collective processing, and data validation to a subset of the
compute partition – the staging area. Data processing in
the staging area can then be used to provide input to a va-
riety of extensible service pipelines such as those needed for
formatted data storage on disk [21], for data movement to
secondary or even remote machines [15], or for data visual-
ization [30].

While data staging action may span the gamut of EVPath
actions, we consider here only the I/O performance and over-
heads that result from its scheduling behaviour. In partic-
ular, we have designed four schedulers in order to evaluate
their ability to enhance functionality, to provide improved
performance, and to reduce perturbation for the application.

1. a constant drain scheduler,
2. a state-aware congestion avoidance scheduler,
3. an attribute-aware in-order scheduler, and
4. a rate limiting scheduler.

The details of those scheduling techniques are beyond the
scope of this paper, but as the right-most column of Fig-
ure 13 shows, they allow significant asynchronous I/O to be
achieved from the GTC application while keeping applica-

tion perturbation to around 4%.

5. SUMMARY
In this paper, we have briefly surveyed the design space

for high performance event-based publish/subscribe systems
and more deeply explored EVPath, an infrastructure aimed
at supporting applications and middleware with high perfor-
mance eventing needs. This is an area of continuing research
and many topics are beyond the scope of a single paper.
In particular, as multicore computing platforms continue to
evolve, the importance of messaging in general and event-
based approaches in particular would seem to be growing.
With deep memory hierarchies and System-on-a-Chip archi-
tectures, messaging as a communication approach between
“clumps” of cores would seem to be a viable and scalable
approach. Additionally, the software trends towards com-
posable, componentized applications are inevitable as well.
So both from a platform perspective and from an applica-
tion evolution perspective, event-based middleware will have
a strong role to play in the future of high performance com-
munications.

The work presented here, both generally and the authors’
specific research, is intended to spur further thought over the
possible development of new techniques that might break
down some of the classic design space trade-offs. Future
high performance event messaging systems have the poten-
tial to become generically useful tools for high performance,
alongside other middleware toolkits like MPI.
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